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8 Abstract Doctor blades are commonly used in paper

9 machines to keep the surface of rollers clean. Due to higher

10 demanding conditions, the requirements for doctor blades

11 have steadily increased. The wear rates must remain low,

12 while simultaneously their cleaning function has to be

13 ensured. For this reason, the paper industry has developed

14 a high degree of empirical knowledge concerning the

15 cleaning of roller surfaces. However, up to now, no sys-

16 tematic approach has been successfully applied to optimize

17 the cleaning performance of the doctor blade-roller tribo-

18 system. This study presents an attempt to model the system

19 based on the force equilibrium conditions at the blade tip

20 between hydrodynamic and contact forces. The change of

21 the blade geometry due to wear is also taken into account.

22 By these means, a non-dimensional group involving the

23 key parameters is obtained. This allows for a systematic

24 improvement of the cleaning efficiency, by targeted chan-

25 ges of the process parameters.

26

27 Keywords Paper industry � Doctor blade � Reynolds

28 equation � Hydrodynamic lubrication � Wear

291 Introduction

30Papermaking machines are divided in four different sec-

31tions. In the forming section, wood fibres are mixed and

32filtered until a homogeneous paper pulp is obtained. In the

33press section, the paper pulp is pressed against rolls until its

34water content is significantly reduced. Afterwards, in the

35drying section, the paper pulp goes around steam heated

36cylinders, in order to reduce its final water content to about

375 %. Finally, in the calendar section, the paper is smooth

38and flattened to its final form.

39In the press section, during wet pressing, scraping

40blades—referred to as doctor—are placed in contact with

41rollers to keep the roller’s surface clean [1]. As a conse-

42quence of the contact between the cylindrical surface and

43the blade, the blade wears off and needs to be replaced

44periodically. The cleaning performance of the blade

45requires a certain contact force between the blade tip and

46the cylinder surface. However, a too large contact force

47increases energy consumption and wear, which shortens

48the lifetime of the blade and increases the number of stop

49maintenances of the machine for replacing the blade. The

50aim of this study is to achieve an optimum cleaning per-

51formance, while simultaneously wear of the doctor blade is

52minimized, thus increasing the blade lifetime and reducing

53energy consumption. There are different effects influencing

54the cleaning performance, such as design of the blade

55bracket, technology and choice of materials of the blade,

56the presence of rinsing water, type of contaminations, etc.

57So far, the optimum process conditions have been

58improved on a trial-and-error basis.

59Our hypothesis is that—under the presence of rinsing

60water and for that study not considering other optimisation

61measures—optimum conditions occur under ‘‘weak’’

62hydrodynamic conditions. Friction force and wear can be
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63 substantially reduced, whereas the cleaning efficiency can

64 be maintained as long as the film thickness is kept smaller

65 than the minimum diameter of particles to be removed.

66 2 Modelling Concept

67 2.1 Contact at Blade Tip: Hydrodynamic Lubrication

68 The basic principles of the model are classical hydrody-

69 namic lubrication [2] and elastic-beam theory of conven-

70 tional Euler–Bernoulli type. This is applied by considering

71 the doctor blade as a pad bearing sliding over the roller

72 surface, so that the induced normal and friction force can

73 be calculated by employing the Reynolds equation. During

74 idealised working conditions, the blade runs with its con-

75 tact length parallel to the roller surface, where through

76 dynamic or external perturbations like slight deviations

77 from concentricity, surface waviness, vibrations, etc., a

78 small aperture angle d can be created (Fig. 1). In this case,

79 the lubrication regime of the tribosystem changes from

80 mixed to hydrodynamic lubrication.

81 The force acting at the blade tip can be decomposed in

82 two components, namely parallel and perpendicular to the

83 blade length. The force component acting in the perpen-

84 dicular direction causes a bending force FQ, which can be

85 calculated according to the one-dimensional elastic-beam

86 theory:

FQ ¼
Ed3d

6l2
; ð1Þ

8888 where E is the Young’s Modulus of the blade, l and d are the

89 blade length and thickness and d is the opening angle. Based

90 on a geometrical relationship depending on the positioning

91 angle b (Fig. 1) there are equilibrium conditions at the blade

92tip between hydrodynamic and contact forces, which are

93given by

FQ ¼ FN cos b: ð2Þ

9595In this context, the friction force can be neglected,

96because under hydrodynamic lubricating conditions, it is

97orders of magnitude smaller than the normal load.

98For a pad bearing, the Reynolds equation gives the

99following analytical solution for the normal load FN:

FN ¼
6UgL2

h21
So; ð3Þ

101101where U denotes the sliding velocity, g the viscosity, L the

102contact length and h1 the minimum film thickness, i.e. the

103gap height at fluid discharge. So is a non-dimensional

104parameter named Sommerfeld number. For pad bearings, it

105is expressed in the form

So ¼
1

K2
ln K þ 1ð Þ �

2K

K þ 2

� �

: ð4Þ

107107Here K is known as the so-called convergence ratio or

108wedge parameter, defined by

K ¼
h0 � h1

h1
; ð5Þ

110110where h0 denotes the maximum film thickness, equal to the

111gap height at fluid intake.

112On the other hand, upon substitution of Eqs. (1) and (3)

113into Eq. (2) a linear relationship between the Sommerfeld

114number, So, and the convergence ratio is established:

So ¼
h31

36UgL3
Ed3

l2 cos b
K: ð6Þ

116116Since Eqs. (4) and (6) have to be valid simultaneously,

117the solution is given by the intersecting point between both

118graphic lines, whereas the slope of Eq. (6) depends on

119several process parameters (Fig. 2).

120An optimum cleaning performance is achieved for a

121small gap h1 and small converging ratios K, i.e. h0*h1, so

122that small particle diameters can be successfully removed.

β
L

h0 h1

FN

FR

U

F
Q

y

x

Fig. 1 The doctor blade is modelled as a hydrodynamic bearing with

contact length L, inlet and outlet flow h0 and h1 and opening angle d.

The sketch shows the geometrical relationship between hydrodynamic

forces FN, FR and the bending force FQ

Fig. 2 Graphical solution of Eqs. (4) and (6) for two different contact

lengths L; the process parameters for the graphical representation are

selected according to Table 1
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123 However, the tribosystem should be simultaneously in a

124 (weak) hydrodynamic lubrication regime, for minimization

125 of the blade wear and energy consumption. Both boundary

126 conditions are simultaneously fulfilled when the slope

127 So/K Eq. (6) is as steep as possible, but still cutting the

128 Sommerfeld curve as a function of the converging ratio

129 given by Eq. (4). In this case, the system of equations

130 is still solvable, what it means that the tribosystem can be

131 still under hydrodynamic conditions. The best solution is

132 therefore the tangent of the Sommerfeld number So, when

133 the converging ratio K goes to zero. The calculation of the

134 derivative at the limit K?0 gives as result the value 1/12,

135 so that a condition for a non-dimensional group involving

136 the key parameters is obtained:

h31

36UgL3
Ed3

l2 cos b
¼

1

12
: ð7Þ

138138 The first fraction contains parameters that depend on

139 the hydrodynamic, while the second fraction contains

140 geometrical and process parameters. The parameters from

141 Eq. (7) cannot be freely selected, since the contact length

142 L continuously increases with time as a consequence of

143 wear. In addition, the change of the contact length causes a

144 shortening of the blade free length l and, as a consequence,

145 a change in the positioning angle b. The geometrical

146 relationship between L, l and b as the blade wears off is

147 discussed thorough in the following section.

148 2.2 Relationship Between the Geometrical Key

149 Quantities at the Blade Tip: A Simple Wear Model

150 In the paper production, the doctor blade is placed within a

151 holder, which has a constant position. Since the radius of

152 the roller R and the radial distance from the centre of the

153 mill to the rotation axis of the blade-holder system RH are

154 fixed, the positioning angle b increases as the blade wears

155 off and the total length from the blade tip until the rota-

156 tional axis ltot decreases (Fig. 3). Note that the dimensions

157of the roller radius are exaggeratedly small for illustration

158purposes.

159Strictly speaking, wear cannot occur as long as the blade

160is under hydrodynamic lubricating conditions. However,

161those are partly idealised conditions and wear is observed

162under almost all operational parameters. Indeed, this is the

163reason why the doctor blade requires to be periodically

164replaced. In addition, dynamic effects, not taken into

165account in the current work, presumably contribute to wear

166even under the condition of pure hydrodynamic lubrication

167as the stationary mode, of primary interest here, is rendered

168invalid within short time intervals [3].

169According to Fig. 3, the positioning angle b at a given

170step n can be calculated as:

bn ¼ arccos
R2 þ l2tot;n � R2

H

2Rltot;n

 !

�
p

2
: ð8Þ

172172The value of the RH is constant and can be determined at

173n = 0, since the initial positioning angle b0, total length

174ltot,0 and radius of the roller R are known.

175The changes in blade free length l and in contact length

176L can be calculated by considering the geometry of the

177blade tip (Fig. 4).

178where a is the tip angle, d the blade thickness, Ln the

179current contact length, Hn the future contact length at the

180step n ? 1 and Lmax, the maximum possible contact length

181for a given tip geometry. In general, once Hn is known, the

182contact length is simply given by

Ln ¼ Hn�1: ð9Þ

184184The shortening of the blade in one step is denoted by

185Dln. By summing all cumulated shortenings, the blade free

186length at the step n ln can be calculated as

ln ¼ l0 �
X

n

i¼1

Dli�1; ð10Þ

188188where l0 represents the initial free length. The same

189expression can be used to calculate the actual total length

190between the blade tip and the axis of the sample holder by

191replacing l by ltot.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the roller-blade tribosystem,

highlighting the geometrical relationship between the variables

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the blade tip showing the

variables used for the wear model
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192 Once the current positioning angle bn and blade length ln
193 are known, the future contact length Hn and the blade

194 shortening Dln can be calculated by assuming a certain

195 removed wear volume DVn. The removed wear volume can

196 be simply assumed to be a constant value, so that a rela-

197 tionship between the geometrical variables as the blade

198 changes its geometry due to wear is known. Alternatively,

199 the removed wear volume can be derived from relevant

200 process parameters by employing a wear law, such as the

201 classical relationship originally put forward by Archard

202 [4]:

DVn ¼ k
FNUDtn

H
¼ kDFNUDtn; ð11Þ

204204 where kD is a dimension wear coefficient to be fitted to

205 experimental results, FN is the normal load, U is the sliding

206 speed, H the material hardness, and Dtn is the time incre-

207 ment. Since the geometry of the blade is stepwise constant

208 and changes discontinuously (see Fig. 5), we deal with

209 (small but) finite increments DVn/Dtn rather than infinites-

210 imal ones, in accordance with the proposed numerical

211 evaluation of Eq. (11).

212 For a given incremental wear volume DVn, the value of

213 Hn and, in turn, Ln by Eq. (9) can be calculated by dis-

214 tinguishing two different cases:

215 • If Hn\ Lmax, the contact length, Ln, of the blade has

216 not reached yet its maximum value, Lmax, and Hn is

217 given by

Hn ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
P

n

i¼1

DVi

� �

sin a

W sin bn sin p� a� bnð Þ

v

u

u

u

t

; ð12Þ

219219where W is the blade width in the out of plane direction.

220• If Hn C Lmax,n, it appears that the tip of the blade is

221completely worn off and Hn simply assumes the value

222of Lmax,n, which denotes the variation of Lmax through-

223out the wear process due to its dependence on the

224positioning angle:

Hn ¼ Lmax;n ¼
d

sinbn
: ð13Þ

226226

227The calculation of the removed wear length of the blade

228Dln for a given step n needs the distinction of three

229different cases.

230• First, if Hn\ Lmax,n it means that we are still at the tip

231of the blade and Dln is given by

Dln ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2
P

n

i¼1

DVi

� �

cot aþ cot bnð Þ

W

v

u

u

u

t

�
X

n

i¼1

Dli�1: ð14Þ

233233• If this condition is not fulfilled, we need to check if we

234have reached the maximum thickness of the blade

235Ln = Lmax,n - 1 and in this case Dln takes on the

236following value

Dln ¼
DVn

WHn sinbn
þ
Hn cos bn � Ln cos bn�1

2
: ð15Þ

238238• Finally, if none of both conditions are fulfilled, then we

239are just at the transition region between the blade tip

240and the section of the blade with constant thickness

241d (Fig. 5). In this case, the change in blade length can

242be calculated as:

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the blade tip, showing the

particular case Hn C Lmax,n and Ln\Lmax,n - 1

Table 1 Selected parameters for the example diagram

Reference case

Minimum film thickness h1 5 lm

Initial blade free length l0 40 mm

Initial positioning angle b0 32�

Young’s modulus E 50 GPa

Roller velocity U 20 m/s

Viscosity of the aqueous medium g 0.001 Pa s

Blade thickness d 1.9 mm

Dln ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X

n

i¼1

Vi þ
Hn � Lmax;n

� �2
W sinbn sin p� a� bnð Þ

2 sin a

 !

2 cot aþ cot bnð Þ

W

v

u

u

t �
X

n

i¼1

Dli�1 ð16Þ
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243 3 Results

244 In Eq. (7), the minimum film thickness h1 is selected as the

245 diameter of the smallest particle contamination to be

246 removed. De facto, its value is limited from below by the

247 sum of the average roughness heights of the blade and the

248 roller, which in practice means an unavoidable leakage.

249 The other parameters are selected according to typical

250 realistic operating conditions (Table 1).

251 Under these conditions, an unworn blade operates in the

252 mixed lubrication regime. Due to the fact that the contact

253 length L gets longer during operation due to wear, the slope

254 So/K becomes smaller, what causes a transition into the

255 hydrodynamic regime. The changes in positioning angle

256 and free length are also taken into account in Eq. (7), as

257 described in Sect. 2.2, but their effect on the So/K value is

258 not so pronounced.

259 The most favourable friction conditions occur in the

260 transition between mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication, i.e.

261 for So/K = 1/12. In mixed lubrication, the cleaning effi-

262 ciency is not impaired but a higher wear and friction (i.e.

263 energy consumption) have to be assumed. On the other hand,

264 in the hydrodynamic regime the cleaning performance is

265 negatively influenced by a higher convergence ratio. The

266 transition between both lubrication regimes can be modified

267 by a proper selection of the several geometrical, material and

268 process parameters that appear in Eq. (7). As illustrative

269 result, it is shown that a thicker blade remains longer in the

270 mixed lubrication regime, while setting the remaining

271 parameters to the reference case values (Fig. 6).

272 Indeed, the transition between mixed and hydrodynamic

273 lubrication can be delayed by selecting a shorter free length

274 and a higher Young’s modulus. This is shown in Fig. 7, where

275 the value of the initial free length and Young’s modulus are

276 set to l0 = 35 mm and E = 100 GPa, respectively.

277 As a consequence of wear, it is not possible to set all

278 process parameters of Eq. (7) to a value So/K = 1/12,

279 mainly because the contact length L is steadily increasing.

280However, for a given contact length, it is possible to see

281which value every parameter should have, in order to reach

282a So/K value of 1/12, while keeping the remaining

283parameters to the reference case (Fig. 8). For this analysis,

284the values of the positioning angle b and the free length

285l all kept constant for all contact lengths, since their value

286does not change significantly.

287In Fig. 8, each column represents the required parameter

288value for a given contact length to keep a So/K = 1/12. A

289value of 100 % means that the reference case satisfies this

290condition. For large values of the contact length, a doctor

291blade would reach the 1/12 condition for longer free

292lengths, larger thickness, higher rigidities, higher posi-

293tioning angles, higher velocities and viscosities, and thin-

294ner film thickness. The changes of these parameters have

295basically two main aims: reduce the hydrodynamic normal

296force and bending, in order to push the system towards the

297transition between mixed and hydrodynamic lubrication.

298During operation, it is observed that sharp blades have a

299good cleaning performance. As the blade wears off, its

300cleaning performance starts degrading and eventually, the

301blade needs to be replaced. If the working conditions are

302changed according to Fig. 8, it would be possible to extend

303the lifetime of the blade, by improving its cleaning per-

304formance for larger contact lengths.

305A set of recommendations based on these results is pre-

306sented in Table 2. Tmhe recommended actions usually

307proote a side effect that has to be taken into account before

308implementation under real operating conditions. For

309instance, a reduction of the roller velocity will decrease the

310film thickness and increase the cleaning performance but the

311output production will be affected. Other parameters are

312difficult to modify for compatibility issues with the current

313papermaking production techniques, such as changes in

314lubricant viscosity, which is mainly water, and it cannot be

315easily replaced without substantially modifying the actual

316state of the art. Furthermore, changes of the geometrical and

317material parameters of the doctor blade, such as free length,

Fig. 6 Slope So/K as function

of the contact length L for two

different blade thickness

d (reference case)
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318 thickness and Young’s Modulus have an influence on its

319 resonance frequencies and eigenmodes, which may hamper

320 the cleaning performance due to vibration-related phenom-

321 ena. Here we note that both the forced and autonomous

322 oscillatory motions of the blade due to (inevitable) wavy

323 imperfections of the roller surface and the coupling between

324 viscous damping and squeezing of the lubricant film,

325 respectively, are topics of the current research activities.

326 4 Conclusions and Further Outlook

327 During the paper production, the tip of the doctor blade is

328 in contact with the roller surface to remove impurities and

329keep the roller’s surface clean. In case of worn blades, the

330contact length runs parallel to roller surface and hydrody-

331namic conditions can occur, mainly due to external per-

332turbations, such as vibrations or sticky particles. Under

333such conditions, the system can be modelled by consider-

334ing the doctor blade as a pad bearing, which is allowed to

335bend according to beam theory. The limiting value for

336occurrence of hydrodynamic effects is determined by the

337value So/K = 1/12. The proposed model allows for a sys-

338tematic improvement of the cleaning efficiency, by tar-

339geted changes of the process parameters. For instance, a

340blade with a higher thickness remains longer in mixed

341lubrication, which means that hydrodynamic effects do not

342occur until a more pronounce wear condition. This is

343unfavourable for energy consumption and wear, but a

344better cleaning efficiency is expected.

345Future research activities aim at, amongst others, a

346qualitatively more comprehensive and quantitative para-

347metricoptimisation, either with regard to the cleaning per-

348formance or the wear, i.e. lifetime, of the blade and

349theirbalance. To this end, a more realistic mechanical

350model of the blade is desirable where it no longer is

351treatedas a homogeneous and isotropic elastic beam,

352characterised by its Young’s Modulus as the only relevant

353mechanicalparameter, but the layered construction is taken

354into account. Also, surface roughness and its targeted

Fig. 7 Slope So/K as function

of the contact length L for two

different blade thickness

d (l0 = 35 mm and E = 100

GPa)

Fig. 8 Parameters required to

keep a So/K = 1/12 for

different contact lengths

Table 2 Summary of actions required for extending the cleaning

performance of severely worn doctor blades

Parameter Action

Blade free length l ;

Blade thickness d :

Positioning angle b :

Young’s modulus E :

Roller velocity U ;

Viscosity of the aqueous medium g ;

Minimum film thickness h1 :
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355 modificationshould be considered properly in view of the

356 aforementioned aspects of induced vibrations and optimi-

357 sation, whereone is guided by the more-or-less periodic

358 waviness of the roller surface.
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